
WARM LIVED IN BRUNETTE
COLOR TECHNIQUE: Tip Out

#Simply LuxuriousColor 

Model 
Natural level: 4
Desired level tips: Warm 6/7

12.0 SUPER 3 / 3N 6.3 / 6G 7.77 / 7Ch

Who is the ideal client for this look? 
The ideal client for a warm, lived-in brunette hair color typically has natural or previously colored brown hair and desires 
a low-maintenance yet stylish look. Ultimately, the ideal client for a warm, lived-in brunette hair color is someone who 
wants a low-maintenance, natural-looking hair color with dimension and warmth.

How long does this look take and how is it priced?
Creating a warm, lived-in brunette hair color typically involves a combination of techniques like balayage, highlights, 
lowlights, and possibly a base color. The process can take anywhere from 2 to 4 hours or even longer, depending on the 
complexity of the look and the condition of your hair.

Prices can range from a few hundred dollars to several hundred dollars or more, particularly if you’re going to a
high-end salon or working with a top-tier stylist.

What is the maintenance schedule of this look?
Warm Lived-in brunette hair color is designed to be relatively low-maintenance compared to other hair color
styles. This look is created to blend well with the natural hair color as it grows out, allowing for longer periods
between salon visits. Here’s a general maintenance guideline:
• Root Touch-Ups: Depending on how fast your hair grows and how much contrast there is between your 

natural color and the warm, lived-in brunette shade, you might need a root touch-up every 8 to 12 weeks.
• Toning: Over time, the warm tones in your hair color might fade or shift slightly. A toning session might be 

needed every 4 to 6 weeks to refresh the color and keep the warmth balanced. Toning can help prevent your 
hair from looking too brassy or dull.

• Lowlights and Highlights: Since the lived-in look involves a blend of lowlights and highlights, you won’t 
need frequent touch-ups for these. They are designed to grow out naturally and contribute to the lived-in 
appearance. If you prefer more defined highlights, you might need a touch-up every 3 to 6 months.    



Formula steps

1   Part hair into 5 sections. 

2  Sub section into straight partings.

3  Pinch out tiny thin 1/4 inch pieces every 2 inches while 
brick layering highlights and painting your color formula on 
last 2-3 inches (shown in application).

4  Apply ammonia free color one level darker than clients 
natural to top crown section (square in red) process 35 min.

5  After shampoo/ conditioner/ towel drying apply glaze to the  
entire head.

Color Formulas
Color Formula

Top Section

Gloss

ColorDesign 12.0 SHLN + double 30 volume Colordesign Developer.

ColorDesign 3 Ammonia Free + double 5 volume Colordesign Developer.

ColorDesign 6.3 + 7.77 equal parts + double 5 volume Colordesign Developer.
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